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INTERNATIONALISATION OF SMES BUSINESS ACTIVITIES  

TALLINN SCIENCE PARK TEHNOPOL, ESTONIA 
 
International Coaching Day  

International Coaching Day represents the good outcome of INTERREG project conducted 
by the partners in Estonia, Finland and Lithuania – as a follow up activity to project “CB 
Springboard”. Very often the projects developed through the finances of the EU lack the 
sustainability aspects. ICD represents a good example how the partners carry on the 
activities even after the public funding as they see the clear value aspect for the tenant 
companies. ICD is a good example how the internationalization of the companies can be 
sustained and encouraged through the partnership network of an STP or Business Incubator. 

ICD is a startup/SME intense meeting day with international coaches and mentors. The 
model is simple and divided into three main steps: 1. The business incubators of the partners 
pre-validate the portfolio companies that are ready to enter export markets or attract private 
investments. The main criteria that needs to be met is connected to the team, traction and 
expansion plans. After the teams are selected, the partners present the one pagers of the 
teams to the partner network. In our case the partner network has 3 members – Kaunas 
Science Park in Lithuania, Turku Science Park in Finland and Tallinn Science Park Tehnopol 
in Estonia. 2. Based on the materials presented (one pagers) the set of internationalization 
coaches/mentors is being formed by the partners. This means that based on the market 
interests the suitable coaches are hired to have intensive meetings with companies 
throughout one day. The data of the coaches will be combined by partners and delivered to 
the pre-validated companies. 3. Conducting the coaching day in partners´ country. Each time 
the ICD is being set up in one of the partners locations. The teams and coaches are 
travelling to the partner destination and one day event is being organized there. During the 
day, companies (approximately 25-30 companies) have quick and intense one-on-one 
meeting with pre-defined mentors, based on their market interests. One company has around 
10 meeting in a day. Mentors and companies discuss the potential cooperation and arrange 
the follow-up activity plan with the mentor they find the perfect match. The whole day gives 
teams a very compact opportunity to interact with specialists they could really relate to. 

As a result of the ICD the following KPIs are achieved: 1. International teambuilding: In many 
cases the teams that meet the coaches and mentors start a long-term export-oriented 
cooperation. The mentor operates as part time team member for the company and helps 
them to achieve internationalization related goals; 2. The companies can have very many 
contacts just in a day. These contacts help them to start meaningful discussions and achieve 
the export goals. The contacts are suitable for the companies as the pool of coaches is 
selected based on their market interests. 3. Successful launches in export markets. Firstly, 
the companies can have easy support to launch their products/services in the markets of 
Estonia, Lithuania and Finland, but most of the cases the experts involved help the 
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companies to other markets as well. We have had positive cases of exports for instance to 
UK, Germany, Spain etc. 

For more information on International Coaching Day, Tallinn Science Park Tehnopool 

 https://www.tehnopol.ee/en 

 info@tehnopol.ee 

 +(372) 4 800 200 
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